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Microbial cells generally leak various metabolites including those necessary to grow. Why cells secrete
even essential chemicals so often is, however, still unclear. Based on analytical and numerical calculations,
we show that if the intracellular metabolism includes multibody (e.g., catalytic) reactions, leakage of
essential metabolites can promote the leaking cell’s growth. This advantage is typical for most metabolic
networks via “flux control” and “growth-dilution” mechanisms, as a general consequence of the balance
between synthesis and growth-induced dilution with autocatalytic reactions. We further argue that this
advantage may lead to a novel form of symbiosis among diverse cells.
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In microbial communities, diverse species or strains
coexist rather than exist as a single fittest type competitively
excluding all others, even when limited by a single nutrient
[1,2]. Such coexistence is due to cell-cell interactions
mediated by the intercellular exchange of leaked chemicals
that can create new niches [2–4]. Even under isolation
conditions, microbial cells secrete various metabolites,
despite the naïve expectation that leakage and loss of
metabolites will hinder cellular volume growth. Of course,
it is evident that every cell should dispose of inhibitory or
waste byproducts [5–8] or toxic compounds [9,10]. Recent
studies on the exometabolome, however, revealed that many
microorganisms leak (and take up) a variety of metabolites
that are necessary for growth, including most intermediates
of central metabolism [11,12]. Counterintuitively, the leak-
age of various metabolites is experimentally observed even
when the supplied resource is scarce [11]. Why do cells
secrete even essential metabolites so often? A simplistic
answer would be that metabolites inevitably leak, regardless
of whether the leakage inhibits cell growth. Although this
is not unreasonable, especially for small molecules, and is
consistent with some empirical observations [13–15], it is
not clear why the cells have not evolved mechanisms to
suppress the leakage. An alternative possibility is that there
are some benefits for cells when they leak chemicals
necessary for their growth. Is such advantageous leakage
really possible for a class of intracellular metabolic

reactions, and if so, how is it possible and how general is
it? Further, the coexistence of diverse cell types by utilizing
leaked, useful chemicals will also be discussed.
To address these questions, we consider a dynamical-

system model of a cell with simple metabolic reactions. Let
us consider an isolated cell that contains n kinds of chemical
components (e.g., metabolites and enzymes) [16–18]. The
cellular state is expressed by concentrations of the n
components, x ¼ tðx0; x1;…; xn−1Þ. In the cell, chemical i
is synthesized and decomposed by a set of intracellular
reactions with rate FiðxÞ and is exchanged with the

environment at rate fiðx;Di; x
ðenvÞ
i Þ; if fi is positive, then

chemical i flows in from the environment, and if it is
negative, chemical i is leaked out.Di is a positive parameter
characterizing the flow rate of each component i, and we
call it the diffusion coefficient. The fixed non-negative

parameter xðenvÞi represents the ith chemical’s concentration

in the environment: xðenvÞi ¼ Senv > 0 if chemical i is an

externally supplied nutrient, and xðenvÞi ¼ 0 otherwise. In the

following we assume passive diffusion, fiðx;Di;x
ðenvÞ
i Þ ¼

DiðxðenvÞi −xiÞ, but usage of active transport does not alter the
results as much [19].
The time-dependent change in the ith chemical’s con-

centration xi is given by

_xi ¼ FiðxÞ þ fiðx;Di; x
ðenvÞ
i Þ − μðx;D;xðenvÞÞxi;

where μðx;D;xðenvÞÞ is the growth rate of the cellular
volume and is determined by the synthesis of biomass
(or membrane) component(s). Here, the third term repre-
sents the dilution of each chemical owing to the cellular
volume increase [20]. We assume that a steady state (i.e.,
a stable fixed point) x ¼ x� exists and is reached, where
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x� satisfies Gðx�;D;xðenvÞÞ ¼ 0 with Giðx;D;xðenvÞÞ≡
FiðxÞ þ fiðx;Di; x

ðenvÞ
i Þ − μðx;D;xðenvÞÞxi.

Now consider a small change in diffusion coefficients:
D → Dþ δD, where δDi ≥ 0 if chemical i is not a nutrient
and δDi ¼ 0 otherwise. As long as chemical component i is
not externally supplied into the environment, an increase
in the diffusion coefficient of the non-nutrient chemical
i leads to its additional leakage. Through this change, the
steady state and growth rate also change as x� → x� þ δx
and μ� ≡ μðx�;D;xðenvÞÞ → μ� þ δμ. We consider infini-
tesimal δD and analyze the values of δx and δμ by
linearizing the equation _x ¼ Gðx;D;xðenvÞÞ. Then, by
means of the Jacobi matrix J ¼ ∂G=∂xjx¼x� , δμ is derived
as follows (see Supplemental Material [21], Sec. S1):

δμ ¼
�∂μ
∂Dþ ∂μ

∂x J
−1
�
x
∂μ
∂D −

∂f
∂D

��
· δD: ð1Þ

We now investigate how δμ can be made positive by
leakage of a necessary chemical, whereas leakage of
unnecessary chemicals is evidently advantageous, as seen
in classical syntrophy [5–7]. To exclude the classical syn-
trophy, we assume that no chemicals directly inhibit biomass
synthesis. When the leakage of useful chemicals promotes
cell growth, we term them as “leak-advantage” chemicals.

First, note that leakage cannot be advantageous if
intracellular chemical reactions consist of only one-body
reactions like i → j (in general, i → j1 þ � � � þ jm). Since
the dynamics in this case are a linear function of x, leakage
cannot increase the reaction rate of biomass synthesis μ, as
analytically proven in Supplemental Material [21], Sec. S1.
In contrast, metabolic networks include multibody

reactions, as most reactions are catalyzed by some other
components like iþ k → jþ k. Such nonlinearity in reac-
tions changes the situation. Indeed, we numerically found
that randomly generated catalytic reaction networks often
exhibit the leak advantage, as will be described later. From
these examples, we have extracted two basic mechanisms
for the leak advantage: “flux control” and “growth-
dilution.” The former mechanism is straightforward [see
Fig. 1(a-I)]: catalytic reaction iþ k → jþ k is decelerated
by leakage of catalyst k (or a metabolite that produces k),
which consequently decreases the abundance of product j
but increases that of substrate i. Thus, if i also serves as a
substrate or enzyme in another reaction, this reaction is
accelerated. The latter mechanism is a result of the balance
between biomass synthesis and growth-induced dilution,
and is theoretically deeper and counterintuitive [see
Fig. 1(a-II)]: increased growth enhances the dilution so
that the concentration of each chemical is decreased.
Thus, growth-induced dilution leads to negative feedback

FIG. 1. The mechanisms underlying the leak advantage of an essential chemical: (I) metabolite M1 or enzyme E and (II) biomass
precursor M2. (see also Supplemental Material [21], Fig. S1). (a) Schematic illustration of (a-I) flux control mechanism and (a-II)
growth-dilution mechanism. (b) Reaction network to illustrate the two mechanisms. Solid and dashed arrows show catalytic reactions
and translations, respectively. In this example, leakage of metaboliteM1 or enzyme E (b-I), or biomass precursorM2 (b-II) can increase
the growth rate μðxÞ≡ kM2→BMxM2

xE. (c) The relationship between the diffusion coefficientDi and growth ratio μ½xðDiÞ�=μ½xðDi ¼ 0Þ�
(with different Senv and DS ¼ 1). (c-I) The leaked chemical i is metabolite M1. Blue, orange, and green dots depict growth rates with
Senv ¼ 0.6, 1, 3, respectively. (c-II) The leaked chemical i is metabolite M2. Blue, orange, and green dots depict growth rates with
Senv ¼ 0.01, 0.05, 0.1. (d) Phase diagrams of the leak advantage with different parameters. According to numerical simulations from
Eq. (1), infinitesimal leakage of chemical M1 or E (d-I) and M2 (d-II) is advantageous at ðSenv; DSÞ of red dots. The numerical
simulations are conducted with rate constants kS→M1

¼ 1 and kM2→BM ¼ 0.01 in (c-I) and (d-I), and with kS→M1
¼ 0.9 and kM2→BM ¼

0.25 in (c-II) and (d-II). The other rate constants are set at unity in both cases.
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for the reactants of biomass synthesis (i and j in the figure).
As a result, leakage of i relaxes this negative feedback
for j and thus can enhance cell growth μ if j is involved
in a autocatalytic module, as will be explained in depth later.
We here illustrate these two mechanisms through a

simple example consisting of the minimal, common ingre-
dients in cells: one substrate (S), enzyme (E), ribosome
(rb), and a few metabolites (M1 and M2), as well as the
biomass or biomembrane (BM) [Fig. 1(b)]. The example
includes the following chemical reactions and translations
(solid and dashed arrows, respectively) [22]:

SþE→M1 þE; S→M2; M2 þE→ BMþE;

M1 þ rb⤏ rbþ rb; M1 þ rb⤏ Eþ rb:

The evolution of the concentrations is given by

_xS ¼ −kS→M1
xSxE − kS→M2

xS þDSðSenv − xSÞ − μxS

_xM1
¼ kS→M1

xSxE − ðkM1→rb þ kM1→EÞxM1
xrb

−DM1
xM1

− μxM1

_xrb ¼ kM1→rbxM1
xrb − μxrb

_xE ¼ kM1→ExM1
xrb −DExE − μxE

_xM2
¼ kS→M2

xS − kM2→BMxM2
xE −DM2

xM2
− μxM2

;

where the growth rate is defined as the synthesis rate of
biomass BM from its precursor M2, so that μðxÞ≡
kM2→BMxM2

xE. Here, leakage of ribosome rb is unlikely
to occur and thus is not included.
The change in growth rate δμ due to leakage is obtained

by numerically calculating the steady state x� and Eq. (1).
The two mechanisms mentioned above are demonstrated by
the two cases: (I) leakage of metabolite M1 (or enzyme E)
[Fig. 1(b-I)] and (II) leakage of biomass precursor M2

[Fig. 1(b-II)]. Although all chemicals are necessary for cell
growth in this example, these leakages are advantageous
over a wide range of parameters [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
Flux control mechanism.—[Fig. 1(a-I)]: In case (I), the

leakage of M1 (i.e., an increase in DM1
) decreases the flux

from M1 to E and xE. Accordingly, the reaction Sþ E →
M1 þ E decelerates, which in turn raises xS and the flux
S → M2. In this way, the growth rate μðxÞ ¼ kM2→BMxM2

xE
increases [Figs. 1(c-I) and 1(d-I)]. Here, note that leakage
of enzyme E itself (instead of metabolite M1) can also be
advantageous, while leakage of enzymes is not so common.
Growth-dilution mechanism.—[Fig. 1(a-II)]: In case (II),

the dilution term due to the volume growth matters. Here,
we call the reactants for biomass synthesis (i.e., the
precursor M2 and enzyme E for the biomass synthesis
reaction in the example) “biomass producers.” Then,
generally, every biomass producer has negative feedback
with itself: if the concentration of a biomass producer
increases, then the rate of biomass synthesis and the

dilution due to the volume growth increases, thereby
suppressing its own concentration. For instance, the dilu-
tion term for E in Fig. 1(b) is −μxE ¼ −kM2→BMxM2

x2E.
Here, the magnitude of this negative feedback for a biomass
producer (e.g., E in the example) is weakened by reducing
the concentration of the other biomass producer(s) (i.e.,
xM2

). The concentration of E thus increases by leakingM2.
Because of the nonlinear autocatalytic processes for E
through rb and M1, this increase can surpass the loss of
the leaked biomass producer M2; then the biomass syn-
thesis rate, kM2→BMxM2

xE, is enhanced [Figs. 1(c-II) and
1(d-II)]. The leakage of a biomass producer, thus, can be
advantageous.
One can check this analytically as follows. From _xrb ¼ 0

and _xE ¼ 0, xrb ¼ cxE and kM1→rbxM1
¼ μ hold in the

steady state, with c≡ kM1→rb=kM1→E; here we assume
DE ¼ DM1

¼ 0 because only the leakage of M2 is consid-
ered in this case (II), whereas even if they are positive,
their values do not change the conclusion. From _xM1

¼ 0,
it follows xM1

¼ kS→M1
xsxE=ðμ þ c0xEÞ ¼ μ=kM1→rb,

with c0 ≡ cðkM1→rb þ kM1→EÞ. Substituting μðxÞ ¼
kM2→BMxM2

xE in the left-hand side of this equation, we
gain kM1→rbkS→M1

xs=ðkM2→BMxM2
þ c0Þ ¼ μ. The decrease

in xM2
by leaking M2 decreases the denominator. Hence,

the steady growth rate μ� increases if the change in xS is
sufficiently smaller than the decrease in the denominator.
This condition is satisfied when the reaction S → M2 is
much faster than the reaction Sþ E → M1 þ E, or when
kM2→BM is large enough (Supplemental Material [21],
Fig. S1). Since the balance between biomass synthesis
and growth-induced dilution determines the cellular steady
state x�, a self-consistent equation can also be used to
calculate μ� and δμ (see Supplemental Material [21],
Sec. S2 and Fig. S2 for details).
The above simple illustration suggests that the existence

of autocatalytic module(s) (i.e., a positive feedback process
to enhance its own reactions and concentrations) is essen-
tial for both mechanisms, as discussed below. One can see
this property in Fig. 1(b): the synthesis of E involves
nonlinear autocatalytic processes as the precursor synthesis
M1 is catalyzed by E and the synthesis of E is catalyzed by
rb that is synthesized from M1.
For the flux control mechanism, positive feedback

for the autocatalytic module may work excessively under
certain conditions. In case (I), when Senv or the rate constant
for the reaction into the autocatalytic module, kS→M1

, is
large or when the rate constant kM2→BM is small, this
excessive production occurs and the leak advantage
for M1 or E appears [see Fig. 1(d-I)]. Of note, the leakage
of M1 counterintuitively increases xM1

when it enhances
cell growth; this is a consequence of nonlinear autocatalytic
process and growth-dilution balance, as it is simply
proven from the steady condition _xrb ¼ 0 leading to
kM1→rbxM1

¼ μ.
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With regard to the growth-dilution mechanism, a non-
linear autocatalytic process for E is necessary to increase
the growth rate more than the direct decrease by leaking
M2. Note that this mechanism works even when the
nutrient supply is scarce [23], as it is based on negative
feedback via the growth-induced dilution. In Figs. 1(c-II)
and (d-II), the smaller the nutrient supply, the broader the
parameter region for the leak advantage for M2 and the
larger the growth change δμ=μ. As long as the rate constant
for biomass synthesis kM2→BM is large or the rate constant
kS→M1

is small, the negative feedback due to the volume-
growth dilution is relatively significant and thus this
mechanism works.
Next, to examine if, and how commonly, leakage of a

useful chemical can promote cell growth, we randomly
generated thousands of chemical reaction networks
consisting of metabolites and enzymes. Then, in the
environmental condition fixed as Senv ¼ 0.1 and DS ¼ 1,
we checked whether the growth with each network is
enhanced by increasing the diffusion coefficient, Di, of
each non-nutrient component i.
We considered reaction networks including only cata-

lytic reactions iþ k → jþ k with a catalyst k and the equal
rate constants (set at unity) as the simplest multibody
reactions. Out of n chemical components in each network,
Nenzyme chemicals are “enzymes,” which can be the catalyst
k or product j of each reaction, and a single nutrient and the
rest of the chemicals (“metabolites”) can be the substrate i
or product j of each reaction (see Supplemental Material
[21], Sec. S3 for details and examples of randomly
generated networks). To explicitly include the cost of
leakage, we here assume that all chemicals contribute
equally to the cell volume: the growth rate is then defined
as the gain rate of total components, μðx;D;xðenvÞÞ≡P

i fiðx;Di; x
ðenvÞ
i Þ. Then, the first term of Eq. (1) is

always negative; i.e., the leakage of non-nutrient chemicals,
by itself, always decreases the cell volume. The leak
advantage can, however, generally appear even in this
severest case because the second term of Eq. (1) can be
positive and surpass the first term [24].
Figure 2 depicts the proportion of networks having a

leak-advantage chemical (either an enzyme or metabolite).
Here, the number of networks with leak-advantage metabo-
lite(s), enzyme(s), or chemical(s) in total are plotted against
path density ρ that is defined as the number of all the
reactions (ρn) divided by the number of chemicals n.
Remarkably, the proportion of leak-advantage networks is
greater than 50% at ρ ¼ 1.5 to 3.0 in the case of n ¼ 20

[Fig. 2(a)], and Fig. 2(b) presents that this proportion and
the average numbers of leak-advantage chemicals increase
with n. That is, the presence of leak-advantage metabolites
and enzymes is a generic property of complicated catalytic
reaction networks as is the case for metabolic networks in
actual cells.

Here, as n increases, there can be more autocatalytic
modules of chemicals; this seems to be the reason why
leak-advantage networks and chemicals are more common
with larger n [Fig. 2(b)]. The peak in the commonness of
leak advantage at finite ρ in Fig. 2(a) can also be under-
stood: if the path density ρ is too low, each chemical is
rarely involved in autocatalytic modules or in multiple
reactions. In contrast, if the path density ρ is too high, all of
the chemical reactions are extremely tangled, and the
leakage of a chemical will reduce the flux of every reaction
on average, and increasing specific reactions for biomass
synthesis will be harder.
To summarize, we have analytically and numerically

investigated dynamical-system models of an isolated cell
with simple metabolic reactions, showing that leakage of
essential chemicals (metabolites or enzymes) can enhance
cell growth even under nutrient limitation. We also found
that such advantageous leakage becomes increasingly
common as the number of components in metabolic
reaction networks increases. One mechanism for this is
flux control to enhance the reactions contributing to cell
growth. In the other general mechanism via global dilution
due to cellular volume growth, leakage of essential
reactants for biomass synthesis can modify the negative
feedback due to their dilution and thereby enhance
biomass synthesis. For both mechanisms, autocatalytic
processes and growth-dilution balance are important.
We confirmed that these general mechanisms actually
work even in randomly generated catalytic networks (see
Supplemental Material [21], Sec. S3 and Fig. S7).

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Statistics of the leak advantage for randomly generated
networks. Three hundred networks were randomly generated for
each set of parameters with Nenzyme ¼ n=2 − 1. (a) Path density
dependence of the proportion of leak-advantage networks (top)
and of the average number of leak-advantage chemicals (bottom).
The number of chemicals n is set to 20. (b) The dependence on n
of the proportion of leak-advantage networks (top) and of the
average number of leak-advantage chemicals (bottom) with
ρ ¼ 2.5. Here, red, green, and black lines show the values for
leakage of metabolites, enzymes, and chemicals in total, respec-
tively, and the error bars indicate 1 standard error.
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The leak advantage discussed above can be a plausible
evolutionary first step for the diversity and symbiosis in a
microbial ecosystem. The origins of microbial ecosystems
of diverse cell types have been extensively studied
[2–4,25–27]. In particular, Morris et al. stressed the
importance of chemical leakage by proposing the black
queen hypothesis, a theory on the evolution of metabolic
dependency based on gene loss [13,28]. These studies,
however, basically assume that the properties of a per-
meable membrane inevitably induce metabolite secretion,
leading to parasitism or free riding of other cells. In this
respect, our results offer a fresh look: some cells may
secrete essential chemicals simply because this leakage is
beneficial for them. As cells that leak essential metabolites
are crowded, such metabolites accumulate in the environ-
ment, preventing further leakage. The presence of another
cell type that consumes the leaked metabolites for its
growth then may facilitate further leakage and benefit
the “leaker” cells, whereas the useful metabolites secreted
by the leaker cells support the growth of the “consumer”
cells. As a result, their coexistence enhances the growth of
both, providing a different form of division of labor than
usual [29,30]. Indeed, numerical simulations with interact-
ing cells, rather than isolation conditions, demonstrate that
the leak advantage allows for the coexistence of diverse
cells, following this novel form of symbiosis, as will be
published elsewhere [31].
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